Huafan’s Smart Home
New Upgrade WiFi Smart Socket With Power Counting

New look,

New change,

New life

Product Description
The new upgrade wifi smart EU socket adopts WiFi techniques
cooperating with mobile phone which actually achieve remote control of
appliance power supply. Except basic functions such as remote control,safety
charging,state synchronization,time delay etc, the new one with power
counting , do guide you and your family enter a new era in energy conservation
and environmental protection.

Function Description
Smart socket as one member of smart home,it is responsible for
managing the home power supply.

Basic fuction:
Easy to use:
Don’t need wire installation,portable,lightweight and practical
Remote control :
Remote viewing switch state,set the time schedule to direct when and how
long the socket working.
Energy saving and environment protection:
Household appliances working or no working timely,energy-saving and
emission-reduction .
Safety charging:
The phone is full of power,the socket cut the power supply automatically.

Unique function:
Electric quantity statistics
Real-time monitoring of electricity consumption of household appliances power
consumption of transparent management, energy saving and environmental
protection

Except common functions,we equip smart socket with intelligent state
synchronization,supporting many people using at the same time ,updating the
socket working conditions and add sockets with no limit.Don’t worry about
interfering each other.

High -tech
Smart socket adopts Esp8266-on-a-chip WiFi solutions which is a kind of
highly integrated chip developed for no wire connection , completly a
self-system WiFi network solution and based on Esp8266 exploitation.
That makes our socket easily become a member of household Routers.

Technical parameters
Size:

55 * 62 * 30mm

Size of the packaging box：90*90*75mm
Net weight：0.05KG
The weight of packaging：0.15KG
Input voltage: AC90-265V 50 / 60HZ
Color :Fantasy white
Maximum current :10A
Maximum power : 2200W
Shell : ABS
Copper contacts :Plated phosphor bronze

How to change our lifestyles
Table lamp,washing machine,water heater,fan can be plugged in this
smart socket,providing conveniences for us.It changes our lifestyles.

In dreams,not be disturbed by alarm clock.
The light will wake you up ,starting a great day.
When you go out ,easily turn off the light you forgot.
The water heater can have a rest,do not need to work again and again.
Your pet can be well taken care of.

On your way home,
The warm light seems like to tell you,she is waiting for you.
Air conditioner hold its arms to embrace you.
Water heater will give you a cup of warm water.

Where there is this socket ,there is a different life.

How to use Huafan smart socket?
1.Scan QR code of the instructions ,and download the App following
directions.
2.Plug socket,open“HF Smart”App,click“+”to add this equipment.
3.Input the Router password on the phone connection,then click device
4. Add device successfully.
It is so easy to make your life intelligent.

Special wechat control function
Link our public wechat account“Huafanqinlu”，control your home smart socket.

